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Summary

Evolutionary changes in gene expression, due to regulatory muta-

tions, probably explain many or even most phenotypic differences 
between species. However, large-scale comparative gene expression 

analyses have only recently become possible, thanks to the advent of 
high-throughput RNA sequencing technologies, which allow accura-

te and sensitive assessments of transcript sequences and expression 
levels. Here I present an overview of the many new insights that the 

first generation of comparative transcriptome studies has provided 
into the functional evolution of mammalian genomes. Together with 

various large-scale genomic and epigenomic data, these studies have 
uncovered the dynamics of gene expression evolution across various 
biological dimensions, which include the different coding and non-

coding gene types, mammalian lineages, organs, developmental sta-
ges, chromosomes and sexes. This work has also provided fascinating 
new evidence with respect to the regulatory foundation and pheno-

typic relevance of gene expression changes during mammalian evo-
lution.
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Introduction

A major goal in biology is to understand the molecular basis of pheno-
typic evolution, in particular that of humans and other mammals. Shared 
mammalian traits include lactation, hair, and relatively large brains with 
unique structures (e.g., the neocortex). In addition, individual species or 
lineages evolved distinct anatomical, physiological and behavioral cha-
racteristics, relating to differences in reproduction, life span, cognitive 
abilities and disease susceptibility. For example, humans have evolved 
particularly large and complex brains, even when compared to their closest 
evolutionary relatives, the chimpanzees, and also exhibit profound differ-
ences in disease susceptibility (e.g, chimpanzees do not develop AIDS 
upon HIV infection), life span (the maximum life span of a human is ap-
proximately twice that of a chimpanzee), and various, more obvious, ana-
tomical differences relative to chimpanzees and other primates1. Examp-
les of distinct (reproductive) features of the major mammalian lineages 
include the placenta of placental mammals, the elaborate lactation system 
of marsupials, and the intriguing combination of egg yolk nourishment 
and lactation of the young in monotreme mammals such as the platypus. 

What are the genomic changes and molecular mechanisms underlying all 
of these phenotypic innovations? When and how did they occur? What 
is the nature of the associated selective pressures? Answers to these ques-
tions, which motivate our research, can be sought in the analysis of sev-
eral types of genomic alterations. In fact, mutations that may underlie 
phenotypic innovation can be grouped into only two major classes. The 
first class consists of mutations that change the sequence and, conse-
quently, the function of the final gene product (i.e., the protein or RNA). 
The second class encompasses mutations in regulatory sequences (e.g. 
in promoter regions) that affect transcription, post-transcriptional proces-
sing, translation, or transcript/protein degradation. But it should be noted 
that certain gene product sequence alterations that change the function 
of the protein (e.g., mutations in transcription factors2) may also affect 
gene regulation. 

How do these mutations drive phenotypic evolution? Generally, both clas-
ses of mutations may contribute to the evolution of distinct tissue mor-
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phologies if they affect developmental programs. The specific morphol-
ogies may, in turn, provide the basis for species- or lineage-specific 
physiology and behavior. However, in addition, mutations may also di-
rectly shape phenotypic properties of adult organs, without influencing 
developmental trajectories.

Thus, the question arises: which of the two classes of mutations contrib-
uted more to phenotypic evolution? This question has been debated ever 
since the late 1960ies3-7. The current hypothesis in the field is that regu-
latory mutations (i.e., mutations of the second class) should underlie most 
phenotypic innovations, because protein-coding mutations (i.e., muta-
tions belonging to the first class) are expected to more often have de-
leterious consequences6,7, given that they necessarily affect all tissues and 
developmental stages in which a gene is expressed (given that the ge-
nome sequence is the same across tissues), whereas regulatory changes 
can be spatially and temporally restricted. Also, coding sequence mutations 
may be too scarce to explain the sometimes profound phenotypic differen-
ces even between closely species3 (e.g., humans and chimpanzees).

However, only with the rise of the genomic era in the past decade it has 
become possible to start to systematically explore the molecular basis of 
phenotypic evolution and thus to empirically address the hypothesis of a 
dominant role of regulatory mutations in phenotypic evolution. Direct 
comparisons of mammalian genome sequences, which are accumulating 
at an accelerating pace, have uncovered many amino acid substitutions8 
that were apparently driven by positive selection (i.e., natural selection 
that increases the rate of fixation of new favorable mutations in the popu-
lation) and may thus be of phenotypic relevance. Sophisticated analyses 
have even revealed potentially adaptive promoter sequence alterations9. 
Importantly, the concomitant development of large-scale genomics tech-
nologies has generally not only facilitated genome-wide analyses of ex-
pression patterns and changes but also of underlying regulatory mecha-
nisms. Thus, initial microarray-based expression comparisons between 
closely related mammals identified potential phenotypically relevant ex-
pression level changes and initial clues initial to the general evolutiona-
ry rules that dictate the evolution of tissue transcriptomes10,11. However, 
given that microarrays rely on hybridization of RNA/DNA to species-
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specific probes, they do not lend themselves well for between-species 
comparisons. Consequently, the recent development of high-throughput 
sequencing technologies12, which allow essentially unbiased qualitative 
and quantitative comparisons of gene expression and regulatory mecha-
nisms between divergent species on a genome-wide scale, constituted a 
quantum leap in the evolutionary genomics field. Thus, gene expression 
evolution and its regulatory foundation can now be conveniently studied12 
using, in particular, approaches based on high-throughput RNA sequen-
cing (RNA-seq) and chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled with se-
quencing (ChIP-seq).

In this review, I will discuss, in the context of earlier work, the intriguing 
observations and insights that these novel approaches already have pro-
vided into the patterns, dynamics and phenotypic implications of gene 
expression change in mammals and vertebrate outgroup species. I will 
round off my review by outlining potentially fruitful and/or important fu-
ture research directions.

Different aspects of the transcriptome evolve at different rates

Protein-coding genes: evolution of overall expression levels. One major 
observation of evolutionary transcriptome comparisons is that overall ex-
pression levels of protein-coding genes evolve more slowly than most 
other transcribed parts of the genome studied so far. For example, pro tein-
coding gene expression levels were shown to be overall similar in prima-
tes11,13,14, likely due to negative (purifying) natural selection (i.e., selec-
tion that eliminates deleterious mutations in the population). Thus, 
expression differences between livers from human and chimpanzees are, 
on average, only 20 % higher than differences observed between livers 
from pairs of individuals from the same species14. A recent RNA-seq-
based study for a range of organs from representative mammals and am-
niote outgroup species confirmed that gene expression level evolution is 
generally constrained. Thus, protein-coding gene expression divergence 
does not increase linearly with time, as would be expected under neutral 
evolution15, but eventually saturates between divergent species such as 
human and chicken. Notably, even for these two species, expression lev-
els are highly correlated (with correlation coefficients above 0.7 for so-
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Figure 1. The evolution of pro-

tein-coding gene expression 

levels in mammals. A mamma-

lian gene expression phyloge-

ny based on expression data16 

(constitutive exons) for six 

tissues from 9 representative 

mammals and one bird (chick-

en), used as an evolutionary 

outgroup. The Neighbour-join-

ing tree displayed is based on 

pairwise expression level dis-

tance matrices (distances are 

based on 1 – rho, Spearman’s 

correlation coefficient). The 

tree illustrates the organ-do-

minated clustering of gene ex-

pression level data from differ-

ent species (see main text for 

details).

matic organs). These observations suggest that conservation of core or-
gan functions limits the divergence of protein-coding genes16. That is, si-
milar expression levels for the same key subsets of genes in a given organ 
are required to sustain physiological organ functions across all mammals/
amniotes. Thus, overall, different organs are more divergent than diffe-
rent amniotes (even the most distantly related) for the same organ in terms 
of protein-coding gene expression levels. Consequently, in phylogenies 
that are directly based on gene expression levels in the different organs 
and species, samples cluster together according to the organ from which 
they are derived16 (Figure 1). Within each organ cluster, species generally 
group according to their phylogenetic relationships, reflecting the fact 
that  regulatory changes accumulate over evolutionary time (until they 
eventually saturate – see above), such that more closely related species 
have more similar expression levels16 (Figure 1). Altogether, these find-
ings are consistent with the fact that mammalian/amniote organs origi-
nated in vertebrate ancestors long before the emergence and subsequent 
divergence of amniote lineages. Thus, a grouping of amniote species by 
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organs, which have common vertebrate origins and functions, in such 
 expression analyses could, in principle, have been expected.

Protein-coding genes: evolution of alternative splicing. However, it turns 
out that divergence rates are much higher for other portions of the 
transcriptome than for protein-coding gene expression levels, leading to 
very different expression divergence patterns. The most rapidly evolving 
parts of the transcriptome investigated so far are those that result from 
alterna tive splicing events. Indeed, recent work revealed that alternative 
splicing evolves extremely rapidly, such that alternative splicing shows 
highly species-specific patterns17,18. The rapid evolution of alternative 
splicing is illustrated by a species-dominated pattern of clustering: exon 
skipping frequencies are more similar between different organs from 
the same species than between different species for a given organ17,18 
 (Figure 2). Thus, for example, a human brain is more similar to a human 
liver than to a chimpanzee brain in terms of alternative splicing, in spite 
of the fact that these species are very closely related and brains and livers 
very likely have overall similar functions in both species (i.e., a human 
brain is functionally certainly more diverged from a human liver than 
from a chimpanzee brain). This pattern is thus exactly the inverse of that 
observed for protein-coding gene expression levels (Figure 1). Notably, 
the high species-specificity of alternative splicing was convincingly 
demon strated to be driven by changes in cis-acting regulatory elements, 
based on the finding that a mouse model carrying a copy of human chro-
mosome 21 shows human-specific exon skipping frequencies on the 
 inserted chromosome (mouse-specific patterns would be expected if 
trans-acting regulatory factors were predominant18). 

Noncoding genes. Assessments of the expression evolution of noncoding 
portions of the transcriptome have revealed both slowly and rapidly evolv-
 ing categories of genes. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) seem to overall evolve 
slowly in terms of both DNA sequence19 and expression20. Expression 
analyses thus reveal an organ-dominated clustering pattern that is reminis-
cent to that of protein-coding genes. Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), 
however, show a rather rapid mode of expression evolution. LncRNA 
 repertoires experience rapid turnover20-22, and lncRNA sequences and   ex-
pression levels tend to evolve rapidly20,21 compared to those of protein-
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Figure 2. The evolution of alter-

native splicing in mammals. A 

mammalian phylogeny based on 

alternative splicing (i.e., exon 

skipping) frequencies assessed 

from expression data16 (consti-

tutive exons) for six tissues from 

9 representative mammals and 

one bird (chicken). The Neigh-

bour-joining tree displayed is 

based on pairwise euclidean dis-

 tances computed on the inclusi-

on frequencies of orthologous 

skipped exons, for all organs. 

The tree illustrates the species-

dominated clustering of alter-

native splicing data and thus 

constitutes the inverse pattern 

of that observed for global gene 

expression level data, as dis-

played in  Figure 1 (see main 

text for details).

coding genes. Nevertheless, hundreds of lncRNAs that are highly con  -
served at one or both levels have been identified20,23. It should be noted 
that the usually low abundance of lncRNA transcripts, which adds noise 
to expression measurements, may lead to overestimation of expression 
divergences20. Overall, comparisons of lncRNA expression levels reveal 
a mixed species/organ clustering, which likely reflects the presence of 
both fast-evolving and conserved organ-specific genes, but probably also 
the fact that lncRNA expression estimates are noisier than those for the 
more highly expressed protein-coding genes.

Rates of expression evolution are different in different mammalian 

lineages

Comparative transcriptome analyses have revealed that rates of expres-
sion change not only vary across the coding and noncoding transcriptome 
but also across mammalian lineages10,11,16. For example, gene expression 
levels evolve faster in primates (in particular in the human lineage) than 
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in rodents16 (Figure 3). Similarly, novel alternatively spliced isoforms 
also accumulate at a higher rate in primates than in other mammalian 
 lineages17. Thus, curiously, transcriptome evolution in primates is gen-
erally accelerated, in spite of the low mutation rate in this mammalian 
 lineage24 (e.g., rodents have approximately two to three times higher 
 mutations rates), which implies a relatively small number of regulatory 
mutations in each generation. 
 

Figure 3. Rates of gene expression evolution in different mammalian lineages. To the left: 

Neighbor-joining tree of protein-coding gene expression levels in the amniote brain. The 

tree was constructed based on pairwise distances between samples, estimated as 1-rho, 

where rho is Spearman’s correlation coefficient. The arrow indicates the position of the 

ancestor of the three species. Expression data was taken from ref.16. To the right: Distance 

between each of the three placental mammal species and their common ancestor, in the ex-

pression tree displayed on the left. The boxplot represents the distribution observed with 

100 bootstrap replicates, in which the same numbers of genes are resampled with replace-

ment. The figures illustrate that gene expression evolution proceeds at a higher rate in pri-

mates and particular in humans compared to the rodent lineage due to the reduced effi-

ciency of natural selection in primates (see main text for details).

Given that the acceleration was observed for all organs studied so far16, 
it is unlikely that it is explained by primate-specific adaptations. Further-
more, other lineages (e.g., monotremes) also show significantly higher 
rates of expression evolution than rodents16. It turns out that substantial 
differences in long-term effective population sizes among mammalian 
line ages explain the observed rate differences. For example, the long-
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term effective population size of rodents25 has been estimated to be at 
least ten times higher than that of humans26,27 or chimpanzees28. Similar-
ly, monotremes have had smaller long-term effective population sizes 
than rodents29. Importantly, lower effective population sizes imply less 
efficient natural selection. Thus, the accelerated transcriptome evolution 
in primates and monotremes relative to rodents is likely due to the accu-
mulation of larger numbers of (slightly) deleterious regulatory mutations 
that cannot be purged by natural selection during evolution due to its in-
efficiency16. Evolutionary rate differences among mammalian lineages 
are thus consistent with a nearly neutral model of expression evolution, 
in which most mutations affecting gene expression are (slightly) delete-
rious30,31. Gene expression evolution is thus also consistent with the ge-
neral notion that genetic drift is a primary force in molecular evolution, 
in particular in taxa with small effective population sizes32.

Rates of expression change in different organs

In addition to cross-transcriptome and cross-lineage comparisons, ex-
pression rates have also been compared across a third dimension: organs. 
This work uncovered substantial rate differences among organs, likely 
reflecting the different selective pressures to which they are subjected. 
Thus, at one end of the evolutionary rate spectrum neural tissues stand 
out, with the overall lowest rates of gene expression divergence for the 
tissue examined so far11,16,20,33 (Figure 4). This pattern reflects a geno me-
wide trend, as it holds true for both protein-coding11,16,33 and lncRNA 
 genes20. Notably, previous work also revealed that protein sequence di-
vergence of brain-expressed genes also proceeds at a low rate11,34. These 
observations are surprising in view of the substantial remodeling of the 
size, structure, and cellular composition of the brain during evolution16. 
They are also notable when considering the difficulty in sampling and 
comparing corresponding brain regions across species16, as these likely 
exaggerated actual biological expression differences. It was thus sur-
mised that the brain has particularly sensitive and fine-tuned regulatory 
networks that are highly constrained during evolution. In this view, ra-
pid remodeling of expression network components, for example through 
(developmental) expression changes of only a few key regulators35 
(e.g., miRNAs or transcription factors), which leave overall (adult) 
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transcriptomes unaltered, may have provided the basis for major pheno-
typic brain innovations – which undoubtedly took place (e.g., the sudden 
and pronounced increase of brain size and complexity in the human 
 lineage35).
 

Figure 4. Different rates of gene expression evolution in major mammalian organs. Pair-

wise Spearman’s correlation coefficients between human and other species, as a function 

of the divergence time (in millions of years) between the two species, for brain and testis 

protein-coding gene expression levels. Expression data was taken from ref.16. The figure 

thus illustrates that expression levels evolve substantially more slowly in neural tissues than 

in the testes (see main text for details).

While other somatic organs than the brain show intermediate rates of 
transcriptome change, the testis stands out at the other end of the spec-
trum, with an especially high rate of expression evolution11,16,20 (Figure 4), 
consistent with rapid coding sequence evolution of testis genes10,65. There 
are likely two major reasons for this observation. First, the testis has been 
subject to strong positive selection throughout its evolution, which is like-
ly associated with specific sex-related evolutionary pressures36, in parti-
cular that of the co-called «sperm competition»; that is, the competitive 
process between spermatozoa of different males to fertilize the female 
egg. Second, purifying selection may generally be relaxed in the testis at 
the gene regulatory level. Indeed, transcription seems to overall be less 
tightly regulated and even partly «promiscuous» due to an overall per-
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missive chromatin conformation (in particular during and just after mei-
osis) resulting from extensive repackaging of DNA during spermatoge-
nesis37.

Sex-related transcriptome evolution

Sex chromosomes represent the genomic hotspots of sex-related expres-
sion evolution. Recent work revealed that sex chromosomes emerged 
twice independently in mammals38,39. The original placental and marsu-
pial (therian) sex chromosomes originated in the therian ancestor ap-
proximately 180 million years ago39. At about the same time, monotreme 
sex chromosomes39 emerged (Figure 5). Notably, these two sex chro-
mosomes are derived from different ancestral pairs of ordinary autoso-
mes. The differentiation process of these sex chromosomes encompassed 
dramatic chromosome-wide remodeling of gene repertoires and expres-
sion patterns due to the emerging sex-related selective forces  (Figure 5).

First, the specialization of the Y on sex determination and male func  tions, 
together with recombination arrests that weakened selection efficiency, 
entailed drastic losses of Y genes during mammalian evolution39 (Figu -
re 5). Several remaining Y genes evolved testis-specific expression pat-
terns39, consistent with the male-limited transmission of the Y and 
 associated specialization on male functions. Strikingly, however, most Y 
genes apparently perform general regulatory functions (e.g., at the tran-
s criptional and translation level) and maintained the ancestral ubiquitous 
expression patterns, although their expression levels overall decreased39. 
Altogether, these observations and other considerations (e.g., that regu-
latory genes are commonly dosage sensitive) led to the conclusion that 
most Y genes were initially preserved because of dosage constraints, in 
order to maintain (together with their X counterparts) the ancestral gene 
copy number. Thus, these Y genes contribute to proper functioning of 
male somatic tissues39,40. Notably, the functions in females are expected 
to be carried out by the corresponding two X copies in females. Consist-
ent, with this dosage hypothesis, these genes escape X inactivation in fe-
males39.
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Figure 5. Origins and functional evolution of mammalian sex chromosomes. The inde-

pendent origins of sex chromosomes in the ancestor of therians (placentals and marsupi-

als) and monotremes, and an overview of major gene content/expression remodeling events 

during therian sex chromosome evolution (see main text for details). 

However, this reasoning also raises the question of how the massive loss 
of all other genes from the Y was compensated. It is unlikely that among 
the hundreds of genes lost from the Y during sex chromosome differen-
tiation there were no other dosage sensitive genes. The traditional and 
still prevailing hypothesis postulates that a two-fold upregulation of the 
single remaining X gene copies in males generally restored ancestral ex-
pression outputs41,42. It was further postulated that this upregulation was 
not specific to males and also affected females, which then would have 
twice too much expression output from the X. Common theory posits that 
this overexpression was, in turn, compensated by the by the well known 
process of female X chromosome inactivation. However, surprisingly, it 
was recently shown that the overall expression output of X-linked genes 
is only half that inferred for proto-sex chromosomes, at least in placen-
tal mammals43,44 (marsupials do show signs of global upregulation of the 
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active X in several tissues43,44). Notably, it remains possible that indivi-
dual X genes may nevertheless have become actively upregulated in pla-
centals through specific mechanisms43,45, although it has become clear 
that other mechanisms also contributed to X dosage compensation43. Fur-
thermore, a number of genes may have been insensitive to dosage alte-
rations altogether43. However, the reason underlying the evolution of 
chromosome-wide X inactivation in females remains unclear in view of 
the lack of an overall two-fold upregulation of the X in placentals.

Phenotypically relevant gene expression change

So far I have discussed global patterns of gene expression change and as-
sociated selective pressures across various biological dimensions. How-
ever, the ultimate goal in the evolutionary gene expression field is the 
identification of phenotypically relevant expression alterations. Specific 
approaches, developed to assess the selective pressures that have shaped 
gene expression patterns13,14,16,46-48, have uncovered a number of lineage-
specific expression changes of individual genes that may have been dri-
ven by positive selection. For example, comparisons among primates re-
vealed an over-representation of transcription factors among potentially 
selectively-driven gene expression increases in the human lineage13,49. 
Other significant expression shifts in the human lineage include genes 
involved in metabolic pathways, consistent with the hypothesis that 
 dietary changes may be associated with human-specific adaptations49,50 
and with previous reports of positive selection in the promoters of nutri-
tion-related genes9. In most cases, the observed lineage-specific expres-
sion shifts are organ-specific16,49. Generally, across mammals, few lineage-
specific expression shifts have been detected for the brain. The testis, on 
the other end, showed numerous expression shifts. Overall, these obser-
vations are consistent with highly differential selective pressures on gene 
expres sion in different organs16 (see also above).

Given that genes commonly exert their functions together with other 
 genes, concerted expression changes of distinct sets of functionally rela-
ted genes during evolution are likely to be phenotypically relevant16 (i.e., 
they are less likely to have been caused by genetic drift than expression 
changes of individual genes). Thus, a powerful approach to detect ex-
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pression changes with a phenotypic impact may be the joint analysis of 
gene modules; that is, groups of genes with coherent expression patterns 
across a subset of samples, potentially including different species/organ/
condition combinations51. This approach has revealed numerous modu-
les of genes with highly conserved, organ- or tissue-specific expressi-
on16,52,53 but also simultaneous lineage-specific expression shifts16,54.

In a related approach, expression patterns are analyzed across multiple 
conditions (tissues, developmental stages, treatments etc.) and species to 
reconstruct an evolutionarily co-expression network55. Two genes are con-
nected in this network if they show correlated expression levels in mul-
tiple species. Co-expression connections are enriched for functionally re-
lated genes55 and thus can predict functions for previously uncharacterized 
genes, including lncRNAs20. Thus, this approach unveiled general func-
tional properties of lncRNAs, such as that most of them likely act as ne-
gative regulators of gene expression, that many of them may have key 
roles in regulatory networks, and that lncRNAs are involved in key func-
tional processes in various tissues20 (e.g., spermatogenesis in the testis or 
synaptic transmission in the brain). More detailed scrutiny of individual 
genes in these networks uncovered intriguing individual gene expres - 
sion shifts20. For example, a potential functional «partner» for the H19 
lncRNA was discovered. The spatial expression pattern of this lncRNA, 
 termed H19X, a placenta-enriched X-linked lncRNA that acts as a 
miRNA precursor20, significantly changed during evolution, from ance-
stral testis-specificity to placenta-predominant expression in placental 
mammals. This suggests that H19X contributed to the emergence and 
functional evolution of the placenta during mammalian evolution20.

Regulatory basis of transcriptome evolution

Various insights into the underlying biological mechanisms underlying 
transcriptome evolution have recently emerged from intra- and inter-spe-
cific analyses of genome, epigenome and transcriptome variation. For 
example, genome-wide association studies in human populations have 
identified DNA sequence variants potentially underlying various mole-
cular phenotypes, including gene expression, alternative splicing patterns, 
histone modifications or transcription factor binding patterns56-58. Interes-
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ting examples for between-species regulatory changes that were detected 
based on genome sequence comparisons include human-specific altera-
tions of promoter sequences, potentially driven by positive selection, for 
opioid hormone59 genes and genes involved in neural development9. 

However, recent technological developments now enable more direct as-
sessments of gene regulatory evolution. For example, cross-species ChIP-
seq analyses have revealed that binding of the liver-specific transcription 
factors CEBPA and HNF4A is highly species-specific60, contrary to the 
strong evolutionary conservation observed for the more general factor 
CTCF61. Comparative analyses of DNA methylation62,63 and histone modi-
fication patterns64 in primates also identified numerous lineage-specific 
changes of these epigenetic marks. 

Outlook

The first wave of the new generation of transcriptome studies in mam-
mals, facilitated by next generation sequencing technologies (in particu-
lar RNA-seq) have revealed intriguing commonalities and differences in 
evolutionary patterns for different parts of the transcriptome (protein-
cod ing and noncoding gene expression levels and alternative splicing), 
mammalian lineages, chromosome types, cell types, organs and sexes. 

However, the exploration of mammalian transcriptome evolution has only 
begun. First, little is known about the evolution of certain aspects of the 
transcriptome, such as untranslated regions of protein-coding genes, non-
coding PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), or the recently discovered cir-
cular noncoding RNAs65,66. Second, with a few exceptions35,67-69, most 
comparative transcriptome investigation have so far have centered around 
the analysis of adult organs. Thus, these studies have provided initial clues 
to the relevance of gene expression changes for the evolution of species- 
or lineage-specific organ physiologies. However, adult organ anatomies, 
which define physiological functions, are rooted in development. Hence, 
the bulk of phenotypically relevant expression change may occur during 
development. Future studies should thus seek to include developmental 
samples. Third, the use of samples representative of whole organs in 
hitherto existing studies is also sometimes potentially problematic due to 
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between-species differences in the cellular composition of tissues. Re-
cent technological developments, such as the advent of sensitive single-
cell RNA sequencing methods70, will allow to resolve this limitation in 
future studies. Fourth, while considerable advances have been made re-
garding the investigation of regulatory changes underlying gene expres-
sion change, only few attempts have been made to study regulatory 
 mechanisms and gene expression patterns at the same time. In particular, 
it will be important to investigate how changes in transcription factor bind-
 ing patterns affect expression evolution, especially given the recent ob-
servations that most interactions between transcription factors and chro-
matin do not result in significant changes in the expression of putative 
target genes71. Notably, such studies face the complex task of identifying 
accurate regulator-target gene relationships, which have so far often re-
lied on the simplifying notion that the closest gene to regulatory sequence 
is the target of regulation72. Future work will thus benefit from chroma-
tin conformation capture techniques to more rigorously identify regula-
tory element-gene relationships73. Fifth, an important limitation of cur-
rent gene expression comparisons is that they have mostly relied on 
comparisons at the transcriptome level. Given that expression regulation 
for protein-coding genes may also occur in the several layers that suc-
ceed transcription (e.g., translation, protein degradation), future studies 
should seek to also compare protein synthesis and actual protein abun-
dance levels, in order to fully understand gene expression evolution and 
its phenotypic impact. 

Finally, gene expression comparison can only identify candidates for po-
tentially adaptive expression changes. The next and in many ways more 
challenging step is to perform detailed functional characterizations of de-
tected expression shifts (e.g., through knockout or transgene experi-
ments74), with the aim to actually demonstrate their phenotypic implica-
tions.
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